2009 hyundai santa fe

An excellent value plus plenty of safety features and amenities make the Hyundai Santa Fe a
very good choice when it comes to midsize crossover SUVs. Vehicles like the Hyundai Santa Fe
are responsible for Hyundai's reputation as a brand that offers quality and affordability. Where
the previous Santa Fe had an odd but unique look, the recently redesigned, current version is
about as mainstream as you can get. That's not to say it looks generic -- it doesn't. What the
Santa Fe does offer is a familiar look and a top-notch interior that borders on luxurious,
especially in Limited trim. Hyundai's Santa Fe can be equipped with all this segment's expected
features, including a third-row seat and a navigation system. Buyers can also choose from
models with one of two V6 engines, front- or all-wheel drive and a manual or automatic
transmission. Unfortunately, you can't really mix and match -- base models have a smaller V6
with less horsepower, and many of the Limited's comfort and convenience features are
exclusive to that trim. Overall, though, the Hyundai Santa Fe is a great choice for young families
in need of all-purpose transportation. We wouldn't recommend it if sporty driving dynamics are
desired. The smaller Mazda CX-7 and Mitsubishi Outlander, as well as the midsize Nissan
Murano would all be preferable in this case, and Toyota's Highlander is roomier and quicker.
But if you want a lot of crossover for the money, the Hyundai Santa Fe is quite compelling. The
midlevel SE trim features a larger V6 engine, inch alloy wheels, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, automatic headlights, a trip computer and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. The
top-of-the-line Santa Fe Limited adds a sunroof, leather upholstery, heated front seats, a power
driver seat, dual-zone automatic climate control and a premium Infinity audio system with a
six-CD changer. Other options include a third-row seat with auxiliary rear climate controls and
Bluetooth for wirelessly connecting your phone to the car. A towing preparation package is
standard on SE and Limited models, and an optional navigation system and a rear-seat
entertainment system are offered on the Santa Fe Limited only. The SE and Limited feature a
larger 3. A five-speed manual transmission is standard with the base engine, and a four-speed
automatic is optional. The larger V6 comes standard with a five-speed automatic transmission
and accelerates the Santa Fe from zero to 60 mph in 8. All Santa Fe models are offered with
either front-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive powertrains. The electronically controlled AWD
system automatically routes power to the wheels with the best traction. Properly equipped, the
Santa Fe can tow up to 3, pounds. The Hyundai Santa Fe offers an impressive array of standard
safety features including antilock disc brakes, traction control, stability control, front-seat side
airbags, full-length head curtain airbags and active front-seat head restraints. In government
crash tests, the Santa Fe received a perfect five stars for protection in frontal and side impacts.
In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety testing, the Santa Fe earned the highest possible
rating of "Good" in both frontal-offset and side-impact tests. Smaller crossover SUVs like the
Mazda CX-7 and Mitsubishi Outlander are sportier and more rewarding to drive hard, though the
Santa Fe's handling is certainly composed and can actually be fun at times. The trade-off is that
the ride can be very busy on the highway on models with the larger wheels. During normal
driving, the brake pedal feels about right, but can get soft during hard braking. The 2. In testing,
though, we've found the larger V6's five-speed automatic can sometimes be slow to downshift
for quick passing or merging maneuvers. This second-generation Santa Fe has an attractive
dashboard and quality materials throughout. In Limited trim, the convincing faux wood and
aluminum accents give the crossover a definite luxury feel. Blue instrument lighting and an
optional speaker Infinity sound system only add to the Santa Fe's plush interior ambience. The
driving position can be awkward for some, though, as the front seats are mounted overly high
and the short bottom cushions offer minimal thigh support for taller adults. With the optional
third-row seat, the Santa Fe can accommodate up to seven passengers. Like most models in
this segment, however, the third row is really only suitable for children. The second row is
notably above average in terms of comfort. The split rear seats can be folded flat in both rows,
and the Santa Fe splits the difference between smaller and larger crossover SUVs with 78 cubic
feet of maximum cargo room. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Hyundai Santa Fe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.

View Photos. Appraise this car. Excessively firm ride on SE and Limited models, lackluster
automatic transmission, disappointing driving dynamics. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Since the Santa Fe was
redesigned recently, Hyundai's midsize crossover includes only minor changes for the model
year. Also, SE and Limited versions now get a towing prep package and roof rack cross rails as
standard. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This Hyundai Santa Fe has been an
excellent vehicle. Gas mileage has been average with about mpg around town and 25 mpg on
interstate type trips. Over all, it is a safe, reliable, dependable, and economical CUV with
excellent interior space for 5 people or lots of baggage and gear. Bottom line Would I buy this
vehicle again? In a heartbeat!! Read less. Not Happy with the Santa Fe. I have been the owner of
my Santa Fe all wheel drive 6 cylinder for approx. I drive at least 85 miles per day. First: the 09
Santa Fe drives terrible on the highway. It vibrates terribly and upon bring to dealer they said it
was possibly tires or rotation was needed. Dealership told me I guess that's how it drives and
there is nothing they can do. Second: my 09 Santa Fe has a horrible sound system that you
can't put up over 14 decibels without blowing a speaker. The volume goes well up to All of the
speakers have either blown or went out which I have replaced three times with factory speakers
and again they are blown. Horribly annoying and expensive to fix and not covered. After filling
my gas tank to a range full line I noticed I drove the car to just above a half tank. After turning
car back on the gas gauge needle was buried at empty and gas light on. Very nervous
immieditely went to get gas. Strange which means it's not empty. Thought was a fluke. Turns
car back on after work. Read empty again. I brought to dealer they told me it is electrical. Fully
serviced the vehicle through Hyundai. Two days later. Started again. After reading on forums
this is a severe issue and souls have a recall. It's the tank sensor. Brought back to dealer. They
told me to remove old sensors and put new ones it will cost roughly between dollars. It is not
covered under warranty and there is no recall. So much for K bumper to bumper warranty. This
is a severe issue that can cause death or harm. If you don't make sure to reset your miles and
keep an eye on your mileage you can run out of gas. The car may even just shut down at high
speeds. I would not advise anyone to buy this suv I'm a former Jeep owner and as soon as I get
the money to fix the gauge issue I will be selling ASAP and buying either a new jeep or Subaru.
The gas mileage is terrible the car vibrates and you don't know if you have gas. Sounds like a
death trap to me. Hyundai is putting people at risk with the above issue and should recall the
vehicle to fix for free. Any Sante fa prior to They all have the same issue. I've had 2 santa fe's, a
and a , both 2. I will never buy a hyundai again Huyndai Santa Fe model has a faulty fuel
indicator. Internet stories say models share the problem also. How can you drive a car when
you don't know if and when you will run out of gas? The USA Hundai and World Hyundai refuse
to acknowledge the problem exists even though the internet is full of cases where the fuel
gauge doesn't work. Not fair. If a manufacturer won't guarantee that their product is reliable,
customers would look elsewhere. We sure will when we buy our next car. Hyundai lists a
corporate philosophy on their website. I didn't see anything there about throwing customers
under the bus! Bad form!! See all reviews of the Used Hyundai Santa Fe. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 3. Sponsored cars related to the
Santa Fe. Sign Up. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. This
vehicle can tow up to 1, lbs when properly equipped. Lots of room f Has had all service work
completed at Orillia Hyundai dealership records included. No history of accidents. Good winter
tires on rims with lots of life currently on vehicle. Extra set of tires on rims included these tires
will Looking for a used car at an affordable price? Load your family into the Hyundai Santa Fe!
The safety you need and the features you want at a great price! All of the premium features
expected of a Hyundai are offered, including: adjustable headrests in all seating posit Visit
Family Motors on Used by a student, very maintained vehicle, low kilometre, drives without any
issues. All vehicles have Carproof and Inspections We will also facetime or send videos of the
vehicle, bring the vehicle to you for a test drive or deliver to your door. All documents can be
completed online with proof of identity or visit our VIP showroom and experience our Person
Heated seats and mirrors,command start,brand new winter tires,trailer hitch. Alloy wheels. Its a
common sentiment among children riding in the back seat, but you may be surprised to learn
that its also the way we approach making cars here at Hyundai. Were always asking ourselves if
our vehicles are as good as they can possibly be. Are the engines smooth enough? Reach
millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may

be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 6. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 4.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 4. Delivery 4. GL GLS Limited 2. Limited w-Nav 1. Please enter
a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a
number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV Black 7. Blue Burgundy 2. Dark
Blue 1. Dark Grey 1. Green 5. Grey Not Specified 2. Red 1. Silver 3. Tan 1. Unspecified 4. White 3.
Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive 5. Front Wheel Drive 3. Gasoline 8.
Automatic Manual 3. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new
listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking
'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. All Listings. Contactless Services New. Buy
Online. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive
new and pre-owned Hyundai Santa Fe inventory from local Hyundai dealerships and private
sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall
history of Hyundai Santa Fe with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by
city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see
Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle
dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please
confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and
license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products
and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I
also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Fresh local
trade! Clean car-fax! Has 37 service records. Odometer is miles below market average! At
Broadway Auto Mall we would love to earn your business! All prices are cash prices; however
we do offer a plethora of financing options. We offer bank financing special financing and
on-the-lot financing. We also have a full service department body shop and detailing available
for your convenience. Appraisers are always on site. If you have any questions feel free to
contact one of our friendly sales associates at or email us and we will be happy to help. This is
a fresh trade that has not and will not be serviced. This is just an alternative to taking it to the
auction. Here at Glassman Automotive we believe in delivering superior service and respect for
our customers time. With Glassman Assurance you can expect us to go above and beyond your
expectations. We don't want to sell you a car we want to ''Help you buy one''. This Hyundai
Santa Fe SE is complete with top-features such as the braking assist, stability control, traction
control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and airbag deactivation. It has a 6
Cylinder engine. This SUV scored a crash test safety rating of 5 out of 5 stars. This is the
vehicle you have been waiting for! Call now to schedule a test drive! The paint has a showroom
shine. This vehicle was tastefully optioned. This vehicle has been inspected. This car has
successfully undergone a rigorous pre-buy inspection. Very smooth ride! At Ideal Buick Inc. No
Games! No Gimmicks! No fine print! Just great prices! Price includes all costs to be paid by a
consumer, except for licensing costs, registration fees, and taxes. It has passed a safety
inspection. It is offered in AS-IS condition. Please call us at to schedule an appointment to test
drive this vehicle! Auto Check vehicle history report is available upon request. Davis Certified
Pre-Owned is not responsible for typographical errors. See salesperson for complete details.
Recent Arrival! Davis Honda is not responsible for typographical errors. Find out why our
dealerships have won DealerRater. Call, email, or live chat with one of our friendly sales
professionals now to schedule your test drive! Paul, anywhere in Minnesota, or surrounding
states you can rest assured that when you shop for a new or used Ford, you're shopping for
quality and reliability, no matter which model appeals to you. Car and Driver Edit
2001 buick park avenue interior
yamaha grizzly forums
z wave 3 way switch wiring diagram
ors Choice. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Only 98, Miles! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine Type
Gas 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. Frame
damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This Hyundai Santa Fe has

been an excellent vehicle. Gas mileage has been average with about mpg around town and 25
mpg on interstate type trips. Over all, it is a safe, reliable, dependable, and economical CUV with
excellent interior space for 5 people or lots of baggage and gear. Bottom line Would I buy this
vehicle again? In a heartbeat!! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

